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“I’m sick of it.”

Meet Sue
Age

Ethnicity

45

Task
Māori

Goals
Feeling proud of her house

Confidence to navigate system

Motivation

Trust with Kāinga Ora

Complexity of household needs

Sue is having her home
modified as her disability has
worsened.

Sue is keen to remain as
independent as possible but
where she does need help, she
prefers to rely on family.

Strength of support network

Context

Service channels

Tenancy
Manager

Customer
Service Centre

Sue is 56 and lives alone.
She has Multiple Sclerosis.
Sue has lived in a Kāinga Ora
house for approximately
20 years.
She has 2 children and three
mokopuna living close by and
is well-supported by her family.
MyKaingaOra
Web Portal

Local Office

Maintenance
Partner

The letter went on
to note that the
Ministry of Health
would fund and
organise for the
work to occur to
Sue’s home once
Kāinga Ora had
agreed.
Sue really hoped
Kāinga Ora would
agree. She had been
noticing a reduced
lack of strength
and although she
could sit in her new
wheelchair in the
lounge, she couldn’t
move around the
house in it.
She was worried
she might have to
move to a different
house and away
from her family
support.

The Occupational
Therapist calls
Sue and outlines
that the Ministry
of Health funding
would cover all the
modifications and
Kāinga Ora had
agreed to all the
modifications.
Sue felt relieved
she didn’t have
to move and the
modifications would
be done.

Since the
assessment Sue
realised she is
starting to have
problems accessing
the backyard. The
ground is soft and
there is no way
she can get her
wheelchair out
of the back door
as it is not wide
enough and does
not have a ramp.
Sue loved sitting in
the back yard and
contemplating life.

Sue’s Tenancy
Manager calls to
arrange for Sue’s
annual inspection.
The Tenancy
Manager was aware
of the modifications
being made to Sue’s
home. At the visit
Sue outlines her
concerns around
being able to access
the backyard. The
Tenancy Manager
empathises with
Sue and says she
will find out if
anything can be
done. But notes
it is unlikely as
Kāinga Ora does
not have dedicated
funding for such
modifications and
Sue already has one
exit suitable for her
wheelchair.

The Tenancy
Manager calls
Sue back and
confirms that
Kāinga Ora does
not have dedicated
funding for such
modifications. She
recommends talking
to the Occupational
Therapist or
contacting the
Ministry of Health
directly.

When the
Occupational
Therapist calls to
check how Sue is
getting on in her
home and discuss
what will happen
next Sue raises
her concern about
not being able to
easily access the
backyard.
The Occupational
Therapist explains
that unfortunately
Sue has used
her allocation of
funding available.

While Sue feels
very pleased and
grateful she can
remain in her home
by getting the
modifications she
needs, she feels
very disappointed
and let down that
there is no more
funding available.
She feels very
disappointed that
no one can fund
a couple of extra
changes that
could make a real
difference to her
quality of life. She
worries she will end
up trapped in her
house over time
and never be able
to access her back
yard.

Elapsed
Time:

?

months
“I can’t really use my wheelchair until the
modifications are completed on my home.
I keep having to ask my daughter to help
me in the bathroom and also help me to do
basic household chores. I worry they won’t
be able to modify this house. Then I may
have to move to a different house and that
may be in a different neighbourhood away
from my family”.

“The Occupational Health Therapist is
great. I feel like she really worked with me
to understand what I needed. She didn’t
just make assumptions about my disability
like so many others do”.

“I’m worried about my future. I want to stay
in my house and be independent. I’m sad
that my disability is getting worse but I’m
not really sure what the options are”.

Social Media

The letter from
the Occupational
Therapist arrived. It
recommended Sue’s
house be modified
to suit her disability
in the following
ways:
1. Level access/
short ramp
into the front
entrance
2. Widened the
internal doorways
and hallways to
accommodate a
wheelchair
3. Modified kitchen
for independent
food preparation
4. Shower with level
access and rails
5. Modified toilet

“How can you get some of the things you
need but all not all the changes you need.
How can there just be some funding?
This needs sorting.”

March 2020

Moments
that Matter

Moments that Matter are
the most critical steps in our
customers’ journey. Get them
wrong and we significantly and
negatively impact the customer.
Get them right and the
customer becomes an advocate
for our service. These are our
top priorities.

Service
Experience
Opportunities

When they deal with Kāinga Ora
we leave our customers feeling
like we are:
i.

By their side – by understanding,
helping and advocating for what’s
important to our customers.

ii. On to it – by understanding, taking
care of the change and getting it
right first time. If things go wrong
we get it back on track.
iii. In the loop – by keeping
customers up to date.
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The first Moment the Matters
is when we become aware of
Sue’s needs changing.

Encourage our
customers or other
professionals to
contact Kāinga
Ora when our
customers needs
change to help us
be in the loop.
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Our customers are
able to be informed
what the process
is, what their
entitlements are and
the next steps are.

The second Moment that Matters
is understanding what changes are
essential to Sue so her home can
meet her needs.

Strengthen
disability-sector
connections.

Our customers
feel included and
empowered and we
recognise this is
their home.

Streamline process
to work with The
Ministry of Health
on modifications
so customers are
not left waiting or
unclear about which
modifications can
be approved.

Clear and dedicated
funding streams
allowing our
customer’s home
and property to be
modified to meet
their needs.
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The third Moment that Matters
is understanding when Sue’s
requires reassessment or changes
to her home to meet her changing
accessibility needs.

Ensure good
placement. That
where possible
customers are
placed in homes
that are able to be
modified to adapt
over time to meet
changing chronic
disability needs.

Checking in on
our customers and
ensuring they can
access what they
need to live well in
their homes.

Understand what
is important to
individual customer
needs.
Our customers feel
listened to and
cared for. Treated
with trust, respect
and compassion.
We vary our visits
to our customers
depending on their
needs.

On-going changes
to the home as
needed to meet
customer’s needs.

Our customers
understand the
implications and
options that may be
available to them.

Our customers
have a voice with
regard to the work
required and have
channels to raise
their concerns/
provide feedback.
Understand the
implications of the
different funding
mechanisms and
how they impact on
entitlements.

